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No. Agenda 

1. - After clarification, project is allowed to be implemented in Interaction Design and 

Prototyping course from SMU. 
- Observed the sample training module that Mr. Morrison showed.  
- Logo and company colours must be strictly adhered to while implementing the layout 

of the system.  
- BP will send us the branding contents or the link to the branding contents as well as 

non-confidential contents for the prototype, tentatively after Chinese New Year. 
- The system should creatively crafted as to keep the users focused on their training 

modules. 
- The system should be made to run error/bug free on IE9 or later. 
- Target users work in the IT department. 
- Will receive some publicly available test data from BP to test the initial UI framework 

for Interaction Design and Prototyping. 
Features of the mock up shown today: 
·         Carousels to select courses 
·         What each stakeholder has to say about the particular course. 
·         Quiz- infinite retries 
·         Has to be very interactive 

2. - The software developed must be a web application. 



- Our web portal should be able to upload/modify the training module content.  
- Can use any software development methodology. (Preferably agile) 
- Deployment could be made in a public cloud with some access controls. Amazon is 

preferred over others. 
- We can explore more about notification and tracking features with IE timestamp (Per 

course/ user ID) from Mr. Morrison 
- Meetings can be done once  in every two weeks initially. 
- If the ship is sailing smoothly, meetings could be done once a month. 
- Our schedule is flexible to  accommodate any ad hoc meetings BP might have. 
- Our team need to provide FYP wiki link to BP to keep track the progress of the project. 
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